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A PROPOSED SECONDARY CHEMISTRY CURRICULUM
FOR THE DISADVANTAGED HIGH ACHIEVERS
Chemistry in American high schools shows, like biology
and physics, the strong impact of early collegiate domination

In the earliest American secondary school, the Latin grammar
school, no science whatever, was taught.

The first school

was intended to prepare students to read Latin, and preferably Greek also, in preparation for college.

Colleges then

were a far cry from those of the present; their major concern
was the preparation of young men for the ministry.
Later the academies, like that founded in 1750 by
Benjamin Franklin, presented a more varied and practical
course of study including some science.

But there was still

no chemistry until the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Then, when the establishment of the public high school had
begun, and after Lavoiser and Priestly had furnished chemistry
with its first concepts and procedures, chemistry gradually
appeared in the American high school.

For the most part this

earliest chemistry, like botany and zoology, was taught
catechistically as a series of teacher-questions and studentanswers enlivened with dramatic demonstrations: the volcano
and assorted odors.

In the early 1800's chemistry was con-

sidered for some reason, a science most fit for young ladies,
and many of the "female academies" advertised "a good chemical
apparatus."

Others foresaw the industrial and agricultral
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importance of chemistry and urged its teaching as a means of
avoiding the necessity of importing chemicals from Europe.
But generally there was no central purpose to the new course
either in the colleges or in the high schools.
During and after the Civil War chemistry became more
popular, and laboratory work for both boys and girls was
stressed.

In part, this stemmed from a wide acceptance of

Froebel's emphasis upon work with the hands as a form of
creative expression, and in part, from the success of the
chemical theory of Avogadro as clarified by the Cannizzaros
in 1859.

Now there was something to teach and a way of going

about teaching it.

Seemingly with more enthusiasm than wisdom,

the "discovery method," or heuristic approach was hailed as
the key to all science teaching.

By learning how to discover

in science, students would be able not only to observe better,
but to do better.

In chemistry, as in the other sciences,

laboratory work was the panacea, and the unattainable objectives
were propounded.

In keeping with the spirit of times, Harvard College in
1886 added "laboratory chemistry" to the courses on its admis-

sions list for students seeking advanced standing.
guidance to schools offering such a course,

To provide

Professor Josiah

Cooke of Harvard prepared a list of 83 experiments, later

reduced to 60, in qualitative and quantitative chemistry.
Students were expe9ted to perform most of these in school and
were individually tested in the laboratory when they came to
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Cambridge to apply for admissions to the college.

This test

of experiments was soon known as "The Pamphlet" and went through
several revisions as the result of criticisms and school experience.1
Cooke•s Pamphlet" focused attention on the purpose of
chemistry in the schools.

Many hailed it; texts were soon

written to conform to the plan.

Others, however, bitterly

complained that it was too difficult, to quantitative,
mathematical and too theoretical.

too

Actually, this course was

too advanced and abstract for many of the pupils.

A few, but

far from all other colleges followed Harvard, in accepting a
course of this type for advanced standing.

Yale accepted in

1911.

In 1902 Alexander Smith2 found that chemistry courses
fell into three major types:
l.

The discovery or heuristic, with strong emphasis
upon laboratory work.

2.

The theoretical, which dealt with the gas laws,
atomic theory and Avogadro's hypothesis.

3.

The historic- systematic, which dealt with oxygen,
hydrogen, water etc.

Although collegiate emphasis was upon the second form
the prevailing form practiced in secondary schools was the
third.

Ten years later, in 1912 textbooks were found to be

organized around water , air, salt, and the periodic table.3
Throughout this period the schism between schools And
college had been developing.

Two

major factors were work-
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ing.

First, the rapid expansion of secondary schools had

produced a quantitative demand for teachers in excess of the
number of able new teachers available; as a result many classroom teachers were themselves unable to handle effectively the
details recommended by the colleges.

Second , and perhaps more

important, was the expansion and change in the student body
within the schools.

Teachers realized that they were expected

under education all American boys and girls.

With a hetero-

geneous

student body having diverse interests and abilities,
the rigid high school chemistry course proposed by Cooke 4 was

no longer suitable; for many of these boys and girls were not
necessarily going to any college, pr found the chemistry course
too difficult or uninteresting, or were not mentally equipped
to master the many principles, facts and quanitative aspects
of the existing course.
In retrospect the initial college domination appears
to have had considerable value.

Chemistry was moved into a

position of academic respectability.

Few, if unrealistic

standards of performance and teacher competence were defined.
Yet as the high schools passed from college preparatory to
common schools, changes were difficult and the definition of
a new center of concern-- a basis for more effective coureeswas not sharply defined or made operative.

The struggle to

reorient chemistry has been a long evolutionary one.

It

continues, with vestiges of almost every earlier course
plan still in use.
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Numerous attempts have been made to reorient and redesign the course in chemistry.

One has to use the basic ideas

of the college-preparatory course as a frame with changes in
sequence and emphasis.

The .knowledge of elements, compounds,

and mixtures, physical and chemical changes, water and
solutions, acids, bases, and salts, as well as some typical
fundamental chemical reactions, was used as the basis upon
which other optional topics were developed.
In 1947 the Committee for the Study of Science Education commented: 5
The secondary school course has usefulness for the
purpose of general education •••• Accordingly, the
purpose of chemistry should clarify the relation
of chemistry to health, to vocational pursuits, and
to the other aspects of living to which the subject
matter of chemistry relates to which it can contribute to understanding.
Not only the purposes and methods, but also the
organization of chemistry courses have come under scrutiny.
Jaffe says: 6
Organization of topics in a chemistry course has
also undegone some modifications. The popularity
of textbooks which divided the course into tight
units is waning. The effect of this artificial
grouping of chemical knowledge resulted in mental
indigestion for the pupil and in a straight jacket
for the inexperienced or beginning teacher ••••••••
The (tight) unit treatment seemed logical enough
but created difficult learning situations. Today,
the trend in organization of subject matter follows
the psychological order. Difficut.t concepts and
hurdles are carefully interspersed throughout
the course so that understanding is not permitted
to tailspin or interest to fall too sharply.

PATTERNS OF PRESENT COURSES IN CHEMISTRY
How well does success in the college-preparatory
course in high school enable us to predict future success in
college chemistry?

The answer is "very poorly."

About all

we can say is that a student who has difficulty with high
school chemistry will have little chance of success in the
college course.

Even outstanding success in secondary school

chemistry is no guarantee of collegiate success.
The high achievers study a fundamental college course
which stresses mathematics.

A college text is employed for

this or the Chemical Bond Approach could be used. Chemical
Bond Approach presents a considerably more advanced and
sophisticated approach, with the emphasis placed from the
outset on conceptual models and proceeds a long way with
quantitative treatments of energy changes, electrode potential and chemical equilibrium.
The major questions with which this book deals are
(l) What is the nature of a chemical system--how do we
recognize it, and how do we interpret it? (2) When a
chemical reaction occurs, how does the change alter the
surroundings of the system?

(3) Why do chemical elements

form certain compounds but not others?

(4) What determines

the conditions under which a chemical change is complete?
(5) Why do reactions take time to occur? 6
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TEACHING THE HIGH ACHIEVERS
A considerable amount of attention is being given
to students who have special talents or are superior in academic
abilities .

The high achievers are the ones that are at the

top in virtually everything , and any skimming operation , wisely and kindly administered should bring them in .

Education

for these students should be placed not merely to satisfy the
needs of a given time but also to prepare the way for future
appreciation of needs not yet recognized.
Many high schools have introduced honors programs for
the high achievers .

Those who participate in the program are

carefully selected on the basis of lmental ability, achievement ,
ability to engage in independent study , and ability to control
their own conduct .
Programs vary , but some features are similar in all ,
The pupils are permitted to carry heavy loads to pursue
advanced courses without taking prerequisites if they can meet
the prerequisites through independent study.

They are care-

fully guided in an enriched reading program, and may use
laboratories during periods when they do .not have scheduled
classes .

If a college is in the community and the high school

does not have teachers qualified to offer certain advanced
courses, the high a chi ever is often permitted to enroll in
college classes during the senior year .
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To accelerate the learning process of the high achievers
one has to create a learning atmosphere that stimulates thought,
inquiry, and creativity in a free learning atmosphere.

This is

especially true for chemistry.
Free discussion in an atmosphere of acceptance and
challenge would help students to think critically and to draw
conclusions independentlye

Readings which present the world

of today and the possibilities of tomorrow would engender more
excitement than the usual textbook.

Materials should be pre-

sented for reaction and discussion not memoriza~ion.
also be used.

Films should

CHEMS that accompany the Chem Study Program has

a good high school series.
The classroom atmosphere must be one of freedom and
acceptance and the materials and environment must be responsive
and evocative.

In such a situation, healthy and intelligent

young people tend to reach eagerly toward the more elevated
patterns of thought and belief.
Students who are intellectually superior are able to
thi.n k abstractly and reflectively, can deal with important
topics. "The goal of education is not to increase the amount
of knowledge but to create possibilities for a child to invent
and discover , to create men who are capable of doing things. 117
Enrichment consists of the selection and organization
of learning experiences appropriate to youths' adequate
development.

Enrichment of education for the gifted students

consists of providing experiences which are appropriate and
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adequate in terms of each student's unique nature and needs.
Learning is a lonely business, and it produces lonelinessthe greater the learning, the greater the loneliness.

It is not

fun though it has its moments of joy and exhilaration;

it is

hard, tedious work, often exasperating and commonly discouraging.
It is full of repetition of dull fact-gathering, of monotonous
checking and rechecking of details.

It demands discipline,

forcing the mind to do what it does not want to do.

It requires

endless memorization for the learner will lnever have time for
the final step to understanding if he must forever run to
reference.

FRAMES FOR DEVELOPING A CHEMISTRY COURSE
FOR THE HIGH ACHIEVERS
Objectives alone do not underspin a coursee
has its framework in conceptual schemes as well.

A course
Chemistry,

like all courses with a bona fide area of development has
concepts and principles which are peculiar to it.
follows: 8

They are as

The behavior of chemical elements can be predicted
from a knowledge of atomic structure.
Atomic structure provides an arrangement of the
elements which shows them to exist in families
rather than as an individual element.
Chemical changes follow quantitative laws.
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The course is centered around the needs and interests
of the high achievers.
tion.

These students need individual instruc-

Conference time can be found befsre and after the normal

school day, at lunch time, and in the homeroom period.

Occasions

can be found during laboratory periods and through directed
study activities during the normal class period.

Saturday

mornings can be utilized by science teachers in this and other
ways to improve the quality of work.
The individualization of assignments ia an open channel
for the gifted student.

Additional reading, laboratory and

project work, and kthe development of displays are accompanied
by conference and evaluation.

Students may individually study

filmstrips, films, and charts; they may prepare demonstrations,
help with television presentations, and engage in career explorations.
The development of projects, either within or outside
of the scheduled laboratory time, can be a fruitful activity.
Such projects may or

~ay not be a part of science club acti-

vity, or in preparation for a science congress or scien<Bday.
Field trips and interviews for individual students can be
arranged; these activities become the basis for further reading, exploration, project
teacher.

work, and conference with the

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION IN TEACHING CHEMISTRY
TO HIGH ACHIEVERS
Chemistry has its distinctive flavor.

A visitor to a

chemistry classroom or laboratory will likely find the teacher
or students ••••••••••
Decomposing an oxide
Preparing a gas; hydrogen, oxygen, bromine
Purifying water
Discovering equivalent weights e.g. of magnesium
Studying destructive distillation.
Preparing an ester.
Determining an "unknown."
These operations and many others are the essence of
chemistry.

Also involved are:

A certain kind of mathematics
A shorthand
An extensive technical laboratory
Skills in designing apparatus and in manipulating
equipment.
These create the odors and colors, the "feel" of
chemistry; they belong to it and to no other study.

Because

there is so much to do in chemistry, it can be great fun. 9
In its broad sense, the laboratory is commonly regarded
as the heart of science.

In the laboratory are the tools, the

resources and the investigator; from it came the solutions to
problems and new hypotheses to be tested.
may have walls, it has really no bounds;
resources of the universe.

While the laboratories
it may draw upon all

And the laboratory is more than a

place, it should be thought of as an approach--a method!Qit
is science.

l2

The laboratory is the heart of the educative process.
The high achiever should be motivated to do special projects
which entertain research.

The science project has the potential

of continuous stimulation; it supplies avenues for study and
investigation that will lead the student as far as his ability
and time permit.

The enrichment of his study may well include

out-of-school project work; it should certainly extend to study
not usually included in the secondary school science curriculum.
Many investigations have been made in an effort to
determine the relative merits of demonstration and individual
laboratory work.

The principal conclusion that can be drawn

seems to be that both have contributions to make to science
teaching, that neither should be abandoned.
The demonstration is a versatile method, with several
functions and some clearly defined advantages, but the variety
of ways that the demonstration can be used has not always been
explored by the high achiever.

A dynamic functional relation-

ship between the demonstration and the laboratory work should
be held at times.

FOOTNOTES
L.

Paul Brandwein, Alexander Joseph, Joseph Castka, A
Source Book For The Physical Sciences
New York 1961

2.
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Schools, New York
1962

3.
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Sixth Yearbook Part I Science Education in American
Schools Chicago 1947
-

4.

Quotations from Bernard Jaffe. "Trends i!l High School
Chemistry" National Association of Secondary School
Principals Bulletin January 1953
New York

5.

Ti.me

6.

American Journal Vol. 6 1969

7.

Richardson, John op . cit. P• 273

8.

Richardson, John op. cit. P• 69

9.

Brandwien , John

10.
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INTRODUCTION
A vast expansion of scientific knowledge during the
past decade has made necessary an increased amount of instruction in science in the high school program. Students entering
colleges and students taking jobs in industry need to know
more of the basic concepts of science. This course is designed
for the gifted or high-achievers. This will be their only
course and the second year course for the average student.
The following specific aims should be stressed:
1.

To expand the student's knowledge of basic chemical
theory and to develop bis ability to make reasonable
predictions about the behavior of matter based on
these concepts.

2.

To relate chemical concepts to the structure of the
atom, and the consequent importance of these concepts in locating elements in the Periodic Table
and in the forming of various types of compounds.
The structure of the molecules of the compounds
determines the type of compound as well as the
various reactions in which these compounds may be
a factor.

3.

To increase the student's ability to think and to
reason using fundamental concepts of chemistry
and .related J.ID.athematics.

4.

To increase the student's ability to express
chemical concepts mathematically and to derive
formulas from basic ideas. Mathematics is the
logical conclusions from experimental data.

5.

To improve the student's laboratory technique
and to emphasize the quantitative measurements
that make possible logical conclusions from
experimental data.

6.

To provide the student with a better knowledge
of the vast scope of chemistry and its importance
in the economy of every day life.

Any student who satisfactorily completes this course
should be able to take successfully the Advanced Placement
Examination in Chemistry. However, the teacher's primary
consideration is not to attempt to prepare the student for
the examination--the maturity of the student, and the student•s
goals are the important factor.
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REQUIREMENTS
Course Prerequisites
Algebra I,
Geometry I
Completion
Completion

II and III
and II
of, or registration in AlgebraIV
of, or registration in Physics I or II

Student Materials
Ten-inch slide rule with scales A, B, CI, D, C, K, and L.
A logarithm table with at least 4 places accuracy (If a
student is not taking a mathematics course and does not have
such tables available, k issue a trigonometry textbook to the
student.)
Time Schedule
Each unit has been assigned a time allotment expressed in
class hours; there is some variation in the time assignment
according to khe unit. The number of class hours is the number
of hours of instruction and does not provide for the hours needed
for work in the laboratory. The total number of hours varies
from a minimum of eighty-three to a maximum of one hundred and
twenty-two; in addition, the teacher may elect to use some of
the units of descriptive chemistry for this course. A minimum
of seventy two hours must be allowed for work in the laboratory.
This sum is more than the one hundred and sixty-five hours
available during the two semesters.
To obtain these extra hours for instruction and laboratory work
it is suggested that this course be scheduled at the first or
last periods of the day. Then, for a minimum of two days a
week, the student will report an hour early or remain an hour
after school. These two-hour periods will afford the student
adequate time in the laboratory for profitable, quantitative
experiments.
Laboratory
A student laboratory manual of experiments appropriate to each
unit with a system of semi.micro qualitative analysis will be
provided. More experiments will be included than most classes
will be able to complete; therefore the instructor is to select
those experiments which best meet the needs of the students.
Most of the experiments will be quantitative in nature and will
require the students to obtain data from which he is to make
interpretations andcalculations. An understanding of reaction
equilibria is required to enable the student to perform and
understand the series of identification tests.
16

TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES
Textbooks
The textbook kused should be one of the following:
Sienko , M. J., and R. A. Plane . Chemistry: Principles
and Properties. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company
Inc., 1966
Slowinski , E. J., and Masterton, W. L. Chemical Principles. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co. 1969
Supplementary References
The student should be encouraged to use references
materials to supplement readings in the textbook. At least
two copies a...~d preferably five of each of the following should
be available in the school library.
Andrew, D. H. , and Richard Kokes. Fundamental Chemistry.
New York: John Wiley and Sons. Inc., 1962
Arthur, Paul, and Otto M. Smith . Semimicro Qualitative
Analysis. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.Inc.,
1962
Benson, S. w. Chemical Calculations.
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1962

New York:

John

Chemical Bond Approach Project. Chemical Systems .
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 1961
Hahn, Richard B., and Frank J. Welcher. Inorganic
Qualitative Analysis. New York: D. Van Nostrand
Company 1963
Pimentel, George. Chemistry-An Experimental Science
Prepared by Chemical Education Material Study,
sponsored by National Science Foundation. Berkley
California. University of California, 1964.
Pauling, Linus. General Chemistry.
Company. San Francisco. 1964

W. H. Freeman

Paperback Books
Bishop, C. C. Slide Rule, How To Use It. New York:
Barnes and Noble,1%0- - - Castka, J. F. Chemistry Problems. New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1962
17

Schaum, Daniel. Theory and Problems of College Chemistry
New York: Schaum Publishing Company. 1969
Paperback Series
Selected topics in Modern Chemistry.
Publishing Co.,
Eyring, Henry and E. M. Eyring.
Theory. 1963
Kieffer,

w.

New York: Reinhold

Modern Chemical Kinetic

F~ The Mole Concept in Chemistry 1962

Moeller, Therald.
1962

The Chemistry of the Lanthanides

Ryschkewit~ch, G. E. Chemical Bonding and the Geometry
of Molecules. 1963
Sisler, H. H. Electronic Structure, Properties and the
Periodic Law. 1963
-Vander Werf, C. A. A~, Bases,_and the Chemistry of
the Covalent Bond 1963.
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REVIEW OF MEASUREMENTS AND MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES
FUNDAMENTAL TO CHEMISTRY

UNIT. ONE.

Suggested Time Allotment
Three to twelve hours will be needed. The time variation
is essential to allow for the varying previous experiences
of the students. In some case, the instructor must give
complete and detailed explanations of these techniques;
in others, it will be a matter of recall and review.

1

References
Chemistry I Reference Textbook
Bishop , Slide~, How to Use It. PP• 1-40
Sienko and Plane. Chemistry, pp. 10-19, 582-592
Sisler, et. al. College Chemistry, pp. 1-19
Content
L

II.

III.

ManipuJ.ation of numbers
A.

Scientific notation

B.

Significant figures

C.

Logarithms

D.

Slide Rule

Basic Units of measurement

A.

Mass•

B.

Length

c.

Time

Systems of measurement
A.

English System

B.

Metric System
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IV. Derived units of measurements

v.
vr.

A.

Capacity

B.

Volume

c.

Weight

D.

Density and specific gravity

E.

Temperature and heat

F.

Pressure

Conversion factors
Dimensional analysis

Purposes
To review or to establish the necessary mathematical
abilities needed for the expression and manipulation
of chemical theory
To establish a respect for the need for accuracy, both
in instruments and in calculations
Teaching Suggestions
Approach.
The students taking this course are the high
achievers and Chemistry II students and should have
completed two years of algebra. Thus they have been
exposed to (1) the technique of expressing numbers in
scientific notation, (2) the meaning of significant
figures, and(~) th.e use of logarithms. Many will be adept
in the basic use · of a slide rule. In such cases, only
a brief review is needed; but the teacher must be prepared to give explicit instruction to some or all of
the students in the class.
The students should be able to express numbers in scientific notation and to handle the exponents when performing addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division .
He should be able to determine the number of significant
figures in a given number and the effect of the number of
significant figures when that number is involved ina a
calculation. Illustrate the manner in which measuring
instruments determine the number of significant digits
in a given number; the contrast between a common lab20

oratory balance and an analytical balance provides a
convenient illustration.
Understanding the meaning of logarithms and the use of
logarithms in basic calculations provides a meaningful
concept in the use of a slide rule. Each student should
have his own ten-inch rule and be able to use it. The
office of the science supervisor will provide the names
of several companies haying excellent student rules
available, and will also provide assistance in securing
a rule for any student who is financially unable to
purchase one. The student should use the slide rule
to multiply, divide, solve ratios and proportions, find
squares and square roots, find cubes and cube roots,and
find three- place logarithms. Most students will need
assistance and additional instruction in determining the
decimal point of the answer. Stress the importance of
the use of mathematical common sense in ascertaining the
magnitude of the numerical answer. The magnitude of the
answer can be determined by expressing the numbers in
scientific notation and then determining the approximate
answer. In his book on the use of the slide rule,
Bishop explains the "span system" of determining the decimal location. Although this method is the fastest
known for locating the decimal, it is mechanical and is
occasionally confusing to the beginning student. Also,
the students become confused with the difference between
the span of a number and the value of the exponent when
expressed in scientific notation.
Basic units of measurement. To measure mass, length, and
time, a unit of measurement must be established by
definitions in the United States and the student must
not only learn the different definitions but how to convert from one system to the other. The most difficult
concept is that of mass and the difference between mass
and weight. Mass is the measure of inertia expressed
in grams in the metric system and slugs in the English
system.n Weight is a force exerted by a given mass which
is being accelerated; a mass at apparent rest is being
accelerated by the force of gravity. Thus the force or
weight is a product of the mass times its ac eleration.
2 To avoid
The acceleration due to gravity is 32 ft/sec.
confusion, the teacher needs to be careful in the use of
the terms and the correct corresponding units. Prepare
the student for the fact that textbooks are often
explicit in describing the difference between mass and
weight but often careless in the proper use of the units.
The correct conversion factors between mass and force
as expressed in grams and pounds are:

21

A one-pound object has a mass of 454 grams
A 2.2 kilogram mass has a weight of one pound.
Systems of measurement. The student should review the
basic units of measurement in the English and metric
systems, and should understand the difference in the
English and metric systems and should understand the
difference in the MKS and CGS division of the metric
system.
Basic Measurement
length
mass
time

English Unit
foot
slug
second

CGS Unit
centimeter
gram
second

MKS Unit
meter
kilogram
second

Derived units of measurement. These units are defined by
the use of some combinations of the defined units of mass,
length, and/or time. Some of the more common derived units
and their definitions are:
The volume is the length times width times height; it is
expressed in cubic linear units.
The capacity is defined in terms of the volume. The
cubed linear unit of volume is equal to a given number
of capacity units. One cubic foot equals 7.48 gallons;
one cubic centimeter equals one milliliter; and one
cubic meter equals 1,000 liters.
The velocity is the distance moved in a unit time, or the
distance divided by the time.
The acceleration is the change in velocity in a unit time,
or the change in velocity divided by the time.
The weight or force is mass times its acceleration; the
weight of an object at rest, or the force pulling it
toward the ground, is its mass times the acceleration
due to gravity.
Work is a force moving through a distance, or force times
distance.
Power is the amount of work done in a given unit of time,
or work divided by time.
Density is fhe mass per unit volume, or mass divided
volume.
22

by

The specific gravity is a comparison of the mass of
a substance with the mass of an equal volume of water,
if the substance i s a solid or liquid. If the substance
is a gas , the mass of the gas is compared to the mass
of an equal volume of air under the same temperature
and :pressure .
The temperature is a measure of heat intensity and is
measured in degrees based on a defined number of degrees for water at its freezing :point and its boiling
point .
Scale

Freexing Point of Water

32°

Fahrenheit
Celsius
Kelvin

1°c = 1°K

=

5

9

Boiling Point of
Water

212°

00

100°

273°

373°

°F.

The heat evolved or absorbed is determined by the
change in temperature of a unit mass of water.
The pressure is the force exerted on a unit area of
surface ; it is the weight per squared linear unit.
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Derived
Measurement

Symbol

Mathematical
Definit ion

English~

illill

~

-1'filill

QQ11

cubic feet

cubic centimeter

ft/sec

em/sec

m/sec

a= v/t

ft/sec 2

cm/sec 2

m/sec 2

F •Ma

slug tt/sec 2
or a pound

g cm/sec 2 or a
dyne

kg m/sec 2
or a newton

dyne cm or an
erg

newton meter
or a joule

ft

lb /sec
(l horsepower= 550
ft lb/sec)

erg/se~ or
10 7 watt

joule/sec or
a watt

slug/ft 3 (often
used as
lbs/ ft 3 .)

g/cm 3

Volume

V

V= l w h

Velocity

V

V

Acceleration

a

Weight or
force

F

= s/t

cubic meter

---------------------------------*----------Work

w

W= F s

Power

p

p

= W/t

Density

D

D = M/V

Heat

H

H

ft

= ~T

lb

calorie 0 (1
H2 0 l C
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Conversion factors. The student should know the conversion
factors listed on page 24 as well as the following units
which are used in submicroscopic measurements:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

micromilliter = 1 micron
micron = 1,000 millimicrons
millimeter= 1,000,000 millimicrons
millimicron = 10 Angstrom units
micron= 10 4 An~strom units
millimeter= 108 Angstrom units
centimeter1a 10 Angstrom units
meter= 10
Angstrom units

Other conversion factors will be added when calculations
demand their use. The student should know how to use a
handbook to find other conversion factors.
Dimensional analysis. Most colleges are using dimensional
analysis in solving practically all chemical problems.
It is recommended that students be required to work problems by this method.
Stress the need of accuracy as the prime requisite, with
the development of speed as secondary# Students may be
instructed in the use of any analytical balance at this
time, as well as in the use of bu.rettes, pipettes, and
volumetric flasks.

UNIT TWO.

PROPERTIES OF GASES

Suggested Time Allotment
Ten class hours
References
Handbook, PP• 67-78.

Chemistry I Reference

Hutchinson. Chemistry, PP• 44-70.
Pierce and Smith.

General Chemistry Workbook, PP• 69-85.

Quagliano. Chemistry, PP• l51-l97
Sienko and Plane. Chemistry, PP• l27-l59
Sisler, et. al. College Chemistry, pp. 20-42
Content
I.

II.

III.

Basic properties of gases
A.

Are composed of very minute particles widely
separated by space.

B.

Exert pressure.

C.

Expand indefinitely.

D.

Are compressible.

E.

Diffuse completely.

Kinetic molecular theory
A.

K E

B.

K E

= 1/2
J

M v

2

°K

1.

For same gas at different °K, (v 1 ) 2= 0 :rs_
(v2)2 ~

2.

For different gases as same tempe 2ature,
M v
of a=
2
M v of b

Graham's Law of Diffusion
KE

rate of diffusion

IV.

Boyle's Law
A. KEA/

p

B. V r.v

p

c.

Va

= Pb

~

v.

VI.

Pa

Charles 1 Law
A. K E rv"

T

B.

V n/

T

c.

Va = Ta
Vb
Tb

Avogadro's Principle
A.

Avogadro's Number

B.

n =_g_
GMW

=

liters at STP
22,4 liters

VII.

Equation of state

,.,._.....

A.

For perfect gases, PV = n R T

B.

For imperfect gases, a correction is made to
allow for collisions between the molecules
themselves and for the volume occupied by the
gas molecules in the container.

~

(P

+...,~f?)

(V - b)

V

VIII.

=n

R T

Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures
A.
B.

Ptotal =Pa+ Pb + Pc+ ••••
p a = (Ptotal) (Mole fraction of a)

c.

Pa
Ptotal

= na

=

ntotal

Va

=~

Vtotal
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bi Volume of a
100%

IX.

Critical temperatures and pressures

Teaching Suggestions
Approach. The molecules of a gas possess kinetic energy
since they are particles in motion. Using the basic
concepts of velocity, distnnce, and t.ime, and the definition of energy as the ability to do work, the mathematical formula for the calculation of the kinetic energy,
EE= 1/2 M v can be derived. From this concept of
kinetic energy the other mathematical gas laws may be
formulated.
The student should be familiar with these mathematical
relationships as a result of his previous year of study
of chemistry; the emphasis at this point should be upon
the derivation of the formulas and their relationships
to each other. Sufficient problems must be worked by
the student to ensure his ability to make practical
applications of the theory involved.
Emphasize the fact that a "perfect" gas does not exist,
for this would be one in which the gas molecules would
have no volume and in which the molecules would never
collide with each other, only with the walls of · the
container. The light gases under low pressure c0me
closest to being perfect gases; therefore, the experimental data and the theoretical calculations for light
gases best illustrate these values.
After the"equation of state" has been developed and
the concept of a mole of gas has been reviewed, insist
that the students use this equation for solving any
problems in which one set of conditions is standard
temperature and pressure. This experience prepares the
student for a better use of this concept in physics.
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UNIT THREE:

LAWS OF CHEMIC.AL COMPOSITION

Suggested Time Allotment
Ten to fifteen class hours. The ability of the students
to handle the calculations involved in this unit will
determine the length of time needed. This unit is, in
general, a review , but knowledge of the theory should
be expanded and applied to more diverse situations.
References
Hutchinson . Chemistry , pp. 71-82
Pauling.

General Chemistry, pp. 77-99.

Quagliano.

Chemistry , PP• 41- 76

Sienko and Plane.

Chemistry, PP• 20-40.

Sisler, er al. College Chemistry, PP• 58- 80.
Content
I.

II.
III.

rv.

V.

vt.

Laws of chemical combination
A.

Conservation of mass

B.

Definite composition

C.

Multiple proportions

Modern atomic theory
Combining and equivalent weights
Methods of calculating approximate molecular weights
of gases
A.

Density of vapor

B.

Mass of 22.4 liters at STP

C.

Equation of state

Avogadro's Law and Number
Methods of calculating atomic weights (approximate)
A.

Gay Lussac's Law of Combining Volumes
29

VII.
VIII.
IX.

B.

Cannizzarro's Principle

c.

Law of Dulong and Petit

Methods of calculating exact atomic weights
Percentage composition
Emperical and actual formulas

Teaching Suggestions
Approach. Many of these laws concerning chemical combinations were developed before formulas and atomic weights
were known. Emphasize to the student that the theories
were formulated from data that could be obtained by
making measurements of lmass, volume, electronic charge,
and heat. Establish the relationship between the experimental data and the laws formulated from such data.
An excellent example of the development of a theory from
very limited data is Avogadro's Law and Number. In 1811,
Avogadro proposed that equal volumes of gases under the
same conditions contained the same number of molecules
In 1903, almost a hundred years later, Rutherford by
counting alpha particles determined the number of
particles in a given volume of helium gas. The student,
then, should be able to see that logically all moles
of substances, regardless of the weight unit used,contain equal numbers of molecules. Consider one ton mole
of oxygen and one ton mole of ammonia:
1 ton mole

o2

o2_
mole o2

32 tons
1 ton

1 molecule
32 a.mil

1 ton mole NH

3

2000lbs
1 ton

1 ton mole NH

30

1 lb

(2000) (454)

=t=

1.6

17 tons NH 3

1 molecule
17 amu

454 grams

X

10- 24

2000 lbs
3
=

1 ton

lamu
1.66 · x
10-24

10 29
molecules o2

= 5.47

X

454 grams 1 amu
1 lb

(2000) (454) = 5, 47
1.66 X 10- 24

1.66 x 24
10X

16 29

Avogadro made his assumptions without knowing the correct
formulas for the gases, the meaning of atomic weights , or
the value of the atomic mass unit. He observed gases and
the volumes of the gaseous products that these gases formed.
See pages 55 and 56 of Chemistry by Hutchinson for a
brief discussion of the reasoning used by Avogadro.
The value of the number of particles per mole
determined by three different methods with an
of .01%; it is 6.0235 x 1023 but is generally
three significant figures. The three methods

has been
accuracy
used with
are:

1.

Radioactive disintegration. In 1903, Rutherford counted
the number of alpha particles given off by a mass of
radium and then measured the volume of helium gas
formed when these alpha particles picked up an electron.
In Chemistry by Sienko and Plane, page 157, problem
6.18, there is a problem giving the data of this experiment.

2.

Oil-drop experiment. In 1909, Millikan determined the
value of the charge of the electron by the classic
oil-drop experiment. Using the charge m§ss ration as
determined by Thomson in 1897, 1.76 x 10 coulombs
per gram, the mass gf the electron could be determined as 9.1 x 10- 2 grams. See pages 36-39 of
Chemistry by Sienko and Plane for a discussion of
this experiment. Once the charge of the electron was
established as 1.60 x 10-19 coulombs , an experiment
was performed to determine the valu~ of Avogadro's
number by measuring the amount of current required to
deposit one mole of silver. The number of coulombs
needed to deposit 108 grams, or one mole, of silver
was found to be 96,500.
+ 1 e

)

+ n e -----➔

lAgo
n Ago where n is number of
silver ions per mole

The value of ne was measured and found to be 96,500
coulombs ; the charge of one electron, ore, is 1.60
x 10-19 coulombs.
96,500 coulombs

3.

_l_e_l_e_c_t_r_on
____

=

6.02 x 10 23

1 mole
1 • 60 x 10-19 coulombs
X- ray diffraction.
The most accurate determination
of Avogadro's number is obtained from data gained in
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studies of the X- ray diffraction of crystals. See pages
170- 173 of Chemistry by Sienko and Plane for a discussion
on this subject and see problem 8 . 11 on page 180 of the
same book for data .
Before actual formulas of compounds could be determined,
methods of determining atomic weights had to be established. Even though these atomic weights were only
approximate , formulas could be established from this
data. Once the formulas were correct , combining weights
accurate to four figures could be used to determine
exact atomic weights of compounds .
Emphasize the importance of the Law of Multiple Proportions in determining the formulas of compounds before
atomic weights were known , and the present value of the
use of this law in identifying elements of compounds.
A sample problem and its solution follows:
Problem : A metal and chlorine form two different compounds
One is 50 . 91% metal and the other is 46 . 37% metal. What
would be the empirical formulas of the two compounds?
What would be a possible atomic weight of the metal?
Identify the metal.
Solution :
First compound

Second compound

50 . 91.% metal 49 . 09% chlorine
46 . 37% metal 53.63% chlorine
50 . 91 g metal 49 . 09 g chlorine 46.37 g metal 53 . 63 g ~£ti~Determine the amount of chlorine that is combined
with 50 . 91 grams metal in the second compound .
50 . 91 g metal

53 . 63 g chlorine
46 . 37 g metal

=58 . 9 g chlorine

Determine the ratio of chlorine in the two compounds
when comb i ned with the same amount , or 50 , 91 grams
of the metal . Set 49.09 over 58.9 on slide rule and
see that the smallest whole number ratio is t5 to 6.
49 .09
Therefore the two f ormulas would be Mc1
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5

and Mc1 •
6

Use MCl to determine the atomic weight of the metal; the
atomic weights will be in the same ratio as the actual
weights in grams,

=

amu of Cl
amu of M
5 (35.5)

amu of M
amu of M

~

grams of Cl
grams of M

50.91 grams
49.09 grams

183.9; metal with this atomic weight is
tungsten.
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UNIT FOUR

STOICHIOMETRY

Suggested Time Allotment
Five class hours
References
Pierce and Smith.
Quagliano.

General Chemistry Workbook, pp.50-69

Chemistry, pp. 50-76

Sienko and Plane.
Sisler, et. al.

Chemistry, PP• 100-126, 579-81
College Chemistry, pp. 81-99°

Content
I.
II.
III.

IV.

Valences .and formulas
Equations and their products
Reacting weights and volumes
A.

Standard temperatures and pressures

B.

Other temperatures and pressures

Heats of reaction

Teaching Suggestions
Approach. This unit is principally a review of material ~
learned in Chemistry I and II. Refer the student to the
reference handbooks for review and illustrations of problems.
Be sure that the student is familiar with the various
systems of nomenclature and that he understands the
meaning of the prefixes and suffixes.
Insist that reacting weight and volume problems be
solved by the mole-conversion method even though the
student may have previously used ratio and proportion.
Also stress the use of the equation of state when gas
volumes are not measured at STP and the value of this
equation in the mole-conversion method of solving these
problems. The student will be shown this method of
solving problems in college, and most college professors
insist that it be used. The student, therefore, should
use this method now.
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Calculations involving heats of formation and heats of
reaction are an extension of' reacting weights and volumes .
The student should be able to calculate the value of the
reaction from the heats of formation of the various substances involved , and then by mole conversion calculate
the amount of heat produced by any quantity of a reacting material. Exp lain the confusion concerning the
sign of the heat of formation. For example, if hydrogen
and oxygen are combined to produce one mole of water and
the value is given as +68 kcal for the heat of formation
of water, this indicates that 68 kcal of heat are released
by this reaction and the reaction is exothermic. If the
value is given as - 68 kcal , the change in heat content
or the
H notation is probably used, and this indicates
that the chemical system loses 68 kcal heat per mole of
water and is exothermic . Quagliano on page 60 of Chemistry makes note of this difference, but most authors
ignore this confusing issue. Also emphasize that the
state of the compound affects the value of the heat of
formation; producing one mole of liquid water produced
68 kcal but producing one mole of water vapor produced
only 58 kcal.
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UNIT FIVE •

.ATOMIC STRUCTURE .AND THE PERIODIC CH.ART

Suggested Time .Allotment
Ten to twenty class hours
References
Chemistry I Reference Handbook, pp. 27-38, 59-64
Chemical Bond .Approach Project, Chemical Systems, pp.387 449.
Hutchinson. Chemistry
Quagliano.

pp. 26-49, 246-350.

Chemistry. PP• 26- 49,

Sienko and Plane.

246-350

Chemistry. pp. 33-99, 100-151.

Content

I.
II.

III.

IV.

The electrical nature of matter
The nuclear atom
.A.

Structure

B.

Fundamental particles

C•

.Atomic numbers and weights

Electronic configurations
.A.

Energy levels and sublevels

B.

Quantum numbers

C.

Electron orbitals

Types of elements as determined by electron structure
.A.

Predictable valences

B.

Metals

C.

Nonmetals

D.

Metalloids

E.

Inert gases
36

v.

The periodic law
A.

Arrangement of elements in the periodic table

B.

Periodic properties
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

VI .

Chemical bonding
A.

Ionic or electrovalent bonds

B.

Covalent bonds
1.
2.

3.

C.
VII .

Valence
Atom sizes
Ion sizes
Ionization potential
Electron affinity
Electronegativity

Polar compounds
Nonpolar compounds
Coordinate covalence

Resonance

Prediction of reactions based on structure and bonding
A.

Elements reacting with other elements
1.
2.

B.

Formation of oxides
Formation of hydrides

Reaction of oxides and water
1.
2.

3.

Neutral solutions
Acidic solutions
Basic solutions

C.

Reactions of ionic compounds

D.

Reactions of covalent compounds

E.

The Bronsted and the Lewis concepts of acids and
bases

Teaching Suggestions
Approach. A solid foundation in the theory of the structure of the atom and the properties of the element that
are determined by the electronic structure is essential
for the student. This provides the answer to "how" and
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"why atoms combine, so that the student can make
predictions concerning reactions and the types of
products formed .
Emphasize that this theory was developed by the study
of why some atoms react in given ways and othrs do not.
The historical approach to this material can provide
an insight into the difficulties encountered and the
way in which the theory was developed step by step by
many individuals , each building upon the work of others.
The student should have the opportunity to observe the
~isi ble light spectra of some elements and to observe
the differences between the spectra of different elements
and that of white light . The school's physics department
should have the equipment needed for this observation.
Quantum numbers . These numbers, four of them , describe
in code the properties of the electron-- its major
energy level , they type of sub- l~vel, and its magnetic
momentum or po sit i on on a sub- level. Hydrogen, with one
electron, needs only one of four numbers to describe the
one electron; uranium , with ninety- two electron~, needs
ninety- two sets of quantum numbers, but the first set
would be identical to the quantum numbers of the single
electron of hydrogen. The student should be able to
give the quantum- number set of the last electron added
to any element which has a regular electronic configuration of any element in which that configuration is
regular. He should realize that the irregUlarities
exist primarily when the last electron is being added in
a "d" or "f" orbital, and that some of these irregularities exist primarily when the last electron is being
added in a "d" or "f" . Consider copper, silver, and
gold in Group Th; the regular pattern would be for two
electrons to be in the outside "s" orbital and 5 electrons in the "d • orbital in the orbital just beneath
the outside "s" orbital . However, this is not the
position of these electrons . Since copper, silver, and
gold may have valences of +l , the electrons are so
positioned that there is only one electron in the outside "s" orbital and ten electrons in the inner "d"
orbital of each . There are two competing forces here,
the lower energy of the "s" orbital and the very strong
endency to complete the "d" orbitals with the ten electrons. The varying valence of copper, +land +2, indicates that the electrons may shift between these two
positions.
The student should be familiar with the geometry of these
orbitals. The building of models from wire and styrofoam balls helps to give a visual image to the mathematical models . The July 1964 issue of Journal of Chemical
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Education has two articles concerning the visual picture
of the "f" orbitals with graphic representation ot the
seven "f" orbitals . Stre s s the idea that the electron
may not be in the volume represented by the orbital;
this is simply a mathematical representation of the
probability of locating the fast - moving electron. It is
located in some other volume almost fifty per cent of the
time.
Valance electrons . The electrons in the outside energy
level are the ones that determine the principal chemical
properties of the element , and predictions can be made
cor:cerning the chemical behavior of the atom by knowing
the number and location of these valence electrons. To
simply the illustrations, dot diagrams using only valence
electrons may be used. The student should be able to
predict such properties and to lmak:e dot diagrams of atoms.
The periodic law. Since there are recurring arrangements
of the electrons, there are recurrences of the properties
in a periodic manner . The student should be able to
make predictions concerning atom and ion sizes, ionization potential , and electronegativity. Overhead transparencies illustrating these functions graphically are
available in each school library .
Bonding . The references for this unit have excellent
discussions of the types of bonds that atoms form and
the geometry of such lmolecules . The student should be
~ble to k use a periodic chart and make predictions
about the types of bonds that atoms form and to draw
diagrams illustrating such compounds.
Once the type of bonding in a molecule has been determined,
predictions can be made concerning the types of reactions
that these compounds will produce with other compounds.
Since the new concepts of acids and bases are based on
structure----Bronsted defining an acid as a proton donor
and Lewis defining it as an electron pair acceptor-the dot diagrams of the compounds are essential to the
understanding of these definitions . The introduction to
these concepts can be made easily at this time with dot
diagrams.
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UNIT SIX .

OXIDATION- REDUCTION AND HALF REACTIONS

Suggested Time Allotment
Ten class hours
References
Hutchinson.

Chemistry , PP• 250-270

Pierce and Smith .

General Chemistry Workbook, pp . 103- 115.

Quagliano. Chemistry , pp . 388- 459
Sienko and Plane .
Sisler, et. al.

Chemistry , pp. 275- 300
College Chemistry , pp . 162-171, 328-348

Content
I. Oxidation numbers
II. Oxidation- reduction reactions
III. Balancing oxidation- reduction reactions
A.
B.

·Oxidation- number method
Ion- electron method

IV. Equivalent weights of oxidizing and reducing agents .

V. Electrolysis
A.

Molten oxides and binary salts

B.

Water solutions
1.
2.

3.

4.
C.
VI .

Water with very small amount of sulfuric acid
added
Sodium chloride solution
Sodium sulfate solution
Hydrophloric acid solution

Faraday"s Law of Electrolysis

The voltaic cell
A.

The simple cell

B.

The dry cell
40

VII.

C.

The lead storage cell

D.

Voltages produced by various cells

Direction of oxidation-reduction reactions

Teaching Suggestions
Approach. Chemical reactions involve energy. Heat energy
is the most frequent kind of energy involved, but some
reactions produce electricity and others are brought about
by the introduction of electrical energy. All reactions
which involve electrical energy are oxidation-reduction
reactions. While not all oxidation-reduction reactions
produce or require electrical energy, there is an internal exchange of electrons within the system of all
such reactions.
Oxidation-reduction reactions. These reactions, often
called "redox," involve the exchange of electrons between
elements. There should be a brief review of the process
of determining the oxidation number of an element in a
compound and of the meaning of oxidation, reduction,
oxidizing agent, and reducing agent. Stress the point
that oxidation never occurs with reduction.
The student should be able to balance quite complicated
equations when given the complete list of factors and
products by using the oxidation-number method; this
involves balancing the number of electrons gained with
the number lost and using these numbers in the equation.
When given the two half reactions involved, the student
should be able to use the ion-electron method to determine all the essential factors and the products and to
balance the equation.
The equivalent weight of an oxidizing agent is determined
by the oxidation-number change in a given reaction. For
example , a one-molar solution of potassium permanganate
would contain 158 grams potassium permanganate per liter
of solution. If, in a given reaction, the manganese in
the KMn0 4 (~1) is changed to Mn0 2 (+4), the 158 grams
per liter will be three gram-equivalent wei~hts. However, if the manganese changes to MnSO (+2), there will
be five gram-equivalent weights in the 4liter of solution.
Ele ctrolysis. The introduction of electrons by and
electric current into a solution of an electrolyte produces a chemical reaction, a special type of decomposition called electrolysis. These electrolytes may be
liquids produced by melting a solid or by dissolving a
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solid in water . The student should be able to write
electronic equations for the reactions that occur at the
cathode and anode , and to produce the equation for the
total reaction. Present the electrolysis of water as:
Cathode:

2 H2o + 2 e

Anode:
Double the cathode reaction so that the gain of electrons
will be four to lmatch the loss of four electrons at the
anode. The equation for the total reaction is:
+

+

In a compartmentalized apparatus, the solution around
the cathode will be basic and that around the anode will
be acidic; the mixing of these two solutions will produce
a neutral solution.
Faraday's Law of Electrolysis: One electron will reduce
one positive charge on a cation~ Avogadro's number of
electrons will reduce 6.02 x 10 3 positive charges or
one gram-equivalent weight . (The amount of electric
current which will produce one Avogadro's number of
elec~rons is called a Faraday and is 96,500 coulombs or
96,500 ampere seconds.) Kn.owing the number of amperes
of current applied to a solution and the length of time
in seconds of the application will enable the student
to calculate the mass of material collected at the anode
and at the cathode .
The voltaic cell. When the oxidizing and reducing agents
can be kept ' separated so that an electron exchange must
occur through a wire, an electric current is produced.
The student should be able to give the reactions in a
simple cell, a dry cell, and a lead storage cell, and
to give the reactions when the two half reactions are
provided .
The amount of voltage that a combination of two half
reactions will produce can be determined from the
oxidation potentials given in tables with the half
reactions . Explain how these potentials are measured
against a standard hydrogen half cell with an arbitrary
potential of zero . All of these half reactions are
reversible; the voltage given is for the reaction toward
the right. If the reaction occurs toward the left,
simply reverse the sign. The assignment of the signs
is an arbitrary matter, and it makes no difference w
whether the positive sign is the right or ' the left
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reaction; the important factor is the difference between
the potentials of the two half reactions. This difference
will be the voltage produced by the two half reactions.
These potentials also can be used to determine if a given
reaction will take place spontaneously . If the difference
between the two half reactions is positive, the reaction
will take place .
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UNIT EIGHT.

REACTION KINETICS

Suggested Time Allotment
Twenty-five to forty class hours
References
Hutchinson. Chemistry, PP• 141-171, 271-324
Pauling. General Chemistry, PP• 397- 489.
Pierce and Smith .
Quagliano.

General Chemistry Workbook, pp. 181-215

Chemistry, PP• 237-274, 329- 368

Sienko and Plane. Chemistry, pp. 237-274, 329; 481-536
Sisler, et al.

College Chemistry, PP• 193-293.

Content
I.

Rates of chemical reactions
A.

LeChatelier's Principle

B.

1 ..

2.

3.
B.

Equilibrium constants
1.
2.

3.

II.

Reactions of elements and compounds
Ionization
Heterogeneous mixtures

Ionization of pure water
A.
B.

III.

Effects of concentration and Law of Mass Action
Effects of pressure
Effects of concentration

Ionization constant for ~ater
pH and pOH

pH of solutions of strong acids and strong bases
A.
B.
C.

pH of solution containing strong acids
pH of solution containing strong bases
pH of solution containing a mixture of a strong
acid and a strong base
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IV. pH of solutions of weak acids and weak bases
A.

Ionization constants for weak acids and bases

B.

pH of solutions of weak acids and bases

C.

Degree of ionization
l.
2.

v.

VI.

VII.

Per cent ionization
Freezing and boiling points of solutions of
weak acids or bases

D.

Common ion effect

E.

Buffered solutions

pH of salt solutions

A.

Salts of strong acids and strong bases

B.

Salts of strong acids and weak bases

c.

Salts of weak acids and strong bases

D.

Salts of weak acids and weak bases

Solubility product constants

A.

Ksp for saturated salt solutions

B.

Solubility of the salt

c.

Formation of the precipitates

D.

Effects of common ions

E.

Dissolving precipitates with a strong acid or
base

F.

Separation of precipitates with different values
for the KSp
l. Salts of monoprotic acids
2. Salts of diprotic acids

Complex ions
A.

Instability constants of complex ions
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B.

Types of complex ions
1.
2.

3.

4.
C.

Ammonia
Cyanide
Halide
Hydroxide

Amphoteric hydroxides

Teaching Suggestions
Approach. Some students may have had an introduction to
equilibrium constants and chemical kinetics previously,
particularly those who have been in major work classes .
Even those'1 students will benefit from a very thorough
study of these materials , perhaps in greate,r depth
than befor~. This unit is quite extensive both in
theory and in laboratory practice. Emphasize the use
of the meaning of the equilibrium constant and the
application of this constant to various reactions,
rather than the memorization of formulas specific for
each type of reaction .
Ioni zation constants for weak dip~otic and triprotic acids.
For most acids , there is a large enough difference in
the magnitude of the ionization constant for the first
step of ionization . The second or third step of ionization does not add significantly to the concentration
of the hydrogen ion . However , if the need arises to
know the concentration of the negative ion, this ion
will not appear until the second step ionization of a
diprotic acid and until the third step of a triprotic
acid. An example illustrating the need to know the
total ionization constant is when hydrogen sulfide is
used to form pre cipitates; the total ionization cnnstant
is when hydrogen sulfide is used to form precipitates;
the total ionization constant for hydro ul.furic acid is
necessary in order to be able to calculate the sulfide
ion concentration . The ionization constant for the
first step ionization, H s ~H
+ HS- , is 1.0 x 10- 7 •
2

1 . 0 x 10- 7

= [!Ij

ES:J

LH2s]
Th~ ionl~at i on_£Onstant for ttr3second step ionization,
HS ~ H
+ S
is 1 . 3 x 10
•
l .0

X

10- 13.,.

Iii+@
~s-

The+ioni~~tion consr.~t for the total ionization, H2s
2 H + S
'WOUJ_U 5e :
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~

>

~+

Ki=

~

(--

2S

This can be obtained by multiplying the constant for the
first step by the constant for the second step :

°%Iii-id
~

1.0

X

10- 7

x

G,-iJ /ic:l

[i':7

=

@SJ

X

1.3

X

2

H2 S

10 - 13 =

1.3

X

[s:;} or

K1.

10- 20 = K.1.

Freezing and boiling points of solutions of weak acids
and bases. The freezing points of weak acids and bases
are lower than the freezing points of solutions of the
same concentration of nonelectrolytes but are not as
low as the freezing points of solutions of completely
ionized substances . The ionization constant can be
used to determine the freezing point of such a solution.
For example , find the degree of ionization and freezing
point of a . lM sulfuric solution ; sulfuric acid is strong
in its first step i onization and the ionization constant
for the s 2cond step ionization of the bisulfate ion is

1.2

X

10- •

The first step ionization will give . lmoles hydrogen ion
and . 1 mole of the bisulfate ion as this ionization step
approaches ane hundred per cent . For the second step
ionization of the . 1 mole bisulfate ion , Hso
H++so -4
4
2
LHSo4J= . 1
~ 1.2 x 10- = (x) (x)
[H+]
X
x 2 = 1.2 x 10!.' or
4

=@o -J=

12

H+

*

10- 4

3 . 46 x 10- 2 or . 035 =
H+ from second step
. 1 + . 035 = . 135 moles hydrogen ions
X

Total

X

=

If the a cid were 100% i onized in both steps , the total
hydrogen ion concent ration would be . 2 moles •
• 135 moles x 100%
= 67% ionized
. 2 moles
To calculate the freezing point , the total number of
mol e s of par ticles must be determined :
. l mole sulfuric a cid
ions

. l mole~ ions ~d . 1 mole HS0
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4

.1 mole bisulfate ions
.03 mole~ ions and .03
mole so -- ions and leaves .07 mole HS0 ions

4

4

Total l.moles particles= .1 + .03 + .03 + .07 = .23 mole
particles per .1 mole sulfuric acid
The number of particles per 1 molecule= .23 mole particles=
.1 mole acid
2.3 particles=
l per molecule

x0 c

= (mole/kg) (1.86) (i)
=

Freezing point=
From
that
tion
r ium

= .48 0 c.

(.1 mole/1 kg) (1.86)

.4s 0 c.

t h e ionic equation from the reaction, it can be seen
2 OH = H CO
and that the carbonate ion concentraof the sal~. 3Therefore, our formula for the equilibconstants becomes:

, Hydrolysis constant for a salt of a weak diprotic acid
or base. Textbooks are usually consistent in selecting
problems which avoid the difficulties that arise when
a diprotic or triprotic acid is to be used. The studeht
s hould understand the method of arriving at the formula
for such reactions when hydrolysis occurs which produces
a diprotic or triprotic acid. The procedure is the same
as that for the monoprotic acids, but squares and cubes
enter into the equations due to second and third step
ionization.
For example, find the pH of a 1.2 M solution of sodium
carbonate.
2 NaOH

+

+

H2 co

3

2 HOH:;:::!2 Na+ + 2 OH- + H

co

2 3
(This solution is basic due to the presence of a strong
base and a weak acid, and the pH should be greater than 7,)
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The concentrations for the sodium ions will be the same
on both sides of the equation and will cancel ; so the
value for the equilibrium constant will be :

= EH-j
LC03J

K

eq

2

~co,J
0

Qf

H+ ~2 and group the terms to

Multiply by the unity of

5r+J

2

fiory

LOH

J

Ht

2

X

or

[Hj2 Lco3]

2

or

l

X

(Ki for HOH)

Ka

2

Ka

Set the two values for Keq equal to each other.
2
~k.i for water)

Lott] 2 /j-2 co.J
[co 3--J
LH2 co;J_

=

Ka
or (~)2

ta

= &_Hj 2~

[co 3]

The two ?;9nizat ion con~!!11ts for carbonic acid are
4.5 x 10
~~ 6.0 x 10
so the total K will be equal
to 2. 7 x lO
, th~l~roduct of the two in~ividual
constants. K.y= lO
• The salt concentration is 1.2 M
and the hydrolide concentration is the un.lmown.
(10- 14)2

=

2,7 x lO- l 7
On 3

2

[oi] -

3

l.2
=(10- 28)

(l . 2)

= 2. 2

------(2) (2,7
l0- 17 )
X

log

OH 3

log

OH
pOH
pH

= . 34 - 12 or
= - 3.89 or 3,9
= 3, 9
+ 10 . 1
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- ll.66

X

l0- 13

Stress the need to lmow hbw to derive the formula from
the equation and the basic concept of the equilibrium
constant, rather than to attempt to memorize a formula
for the different cases.
Effects of a common ion on the solubility of a precipitate.
The addition of either of the product ions will increase
the rate of reaction to the left and thus decrease the
amount of salt in solution. Since the largest proportion
of the ion comes from the source of the added ion and is
increased, there will be a greater amount of precipitate
present. If the K for the precipitate is lmown and
and the concentrat!Bn of common ion is known, the amount
of the almost insoluble salt in solution can be calculated.
The following general rules apply :
1.

An insoluble s alt of a strong acid will not be dissolved

by the addition of a strong acid unless there is a formation of a complex ion .
2.

There are no insoluble salts of strong bases.

3.

The addition of an acid , particularly a strong acid, will
dissolve at least some of the insoluble salt of a weak
acid.

= Positive ion
Ki

weak acid

H+

Show that for a diprotic weak acid the only change is for
become H+ : : '.

H+

ualitative anal sis usin sulfide reci itates. Using problems
and experiments, illustrate the fac
ha me allic sulfides having
different values for the Ks can be separated by adding hydrogen
sulfide in a neutral solutiSn, in an acidic solution, and in a
basic solution. This is one of the : more practical applications
of equilibrium and solubility-produce constants.
Complex ions. Certain compounds, particularly ammonia , form
complex ions by forming coordinate covalent bonds . These structures can be very stable in the presence of ample concentrations
of the complexing compound . The molecular structure depends
upon the complexing compound furnishing an electron pair to a
metallic dipole . Quagliano in Chemistry , pages 736- 768, gives
an excellent discussion of these structures, accompanied by many
diagrams.
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Tables furnish values for the equilibrium constant for the
decomposition of complex ions; these constants are called instability constants. In conjunction with the Ks of the.insoluble
salt, these tables can be used to determine a cBnstant for the
equation involving the solution of an insoluble salt due to the
formation of a complex ion.
Consider the reaction of ammonia with silver chloride to form
the complex Ag(NH ) Cl which is used to separate silver ions
from lead ions in 3 2 the Group analysis. The complex ion tends
to decompose.
Ag (NH3)2 + ~
2 NH
;r Ag+
•+
3
= ~g•J~J2
eg (NH3J2'f

Ke

.

this Ke is called Kinst

'

this case is equal to 6.0

and in

10-S.

X

When excess ammonia is added to silver chloride, it reacts to
form the silver ammonia complex:
AgCl
Ke

+
=

2NH

f!g(NH3)2

[;g

cJ

3

Ag(NH ) +
3 2

E

J

+

@1--J

~J2

The amount of silver chloride in solution is constant; for as more
of it is changed to the complex ion, a greater amount of the precipitate dissolves. Multiply both sides by AgCL to obtain
another constant designated K.
[Ag (NH

J

3

~1,--)

+

=

AgCl

K

LNHJ2
If the expression for the Ksp for silver chloride is divided by
the Kinst for the Ag(NH 3 ) 2+ expression for this constant K is
obtained.
This expression is thus shm•m:
X

Gg(NH3)2+J

f!g1 ~;[2
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=

KsE

=K
K ins
. t,

LAg

(NH3)

2+) L;1-J

= K Sp

~jJ 2

=

K

Using the same procedure, the relationship between the K6 p and
K. st can be established for any formation of a complex ion and
tnij amount of salt that goes · into solution can be calculated.
The student should be familiar with complexes formed by ammonia,
by halogens, by cyanide ions, and by hydroxide ions.
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